
2022 Annual Congress Poster Application

You must select "Save/Next" on the bottom of each page in order for your progress to be saved. Use
the same browser and device, and do not clear your cache until after submission.

NEW: Applicants are required to submit an abstract only for review, not a general poster file or oral
poster presentation. Download the abstract template here. All categories qualify for oral and general
poster presentation. Due to the pandemic, it is currently unknown if Annual Congress will be
conducted in person, virtually or as a hybrid. When poster award announcements are made, more
meeting details will be provided. 

* 1. Please review these instructions before you begin your application. 

I affirm I have read the instructions in the link above.

First Name

Last Name

Credentials

AANA #

Address

City

State

ZIP

Country

Primary phone

Primary email

* 2. Principal Presenter’s Contact Information:
Each poster must have a unique presenter & e-mail address. We will only communicate with the principal
presenter of each poster. Only one poster submission is allowed per presenter. Exception: One presenter can
present two posters if they are related to the same subject matter & fall into the same category and
subcategory. Credentials tip: Include only military rank, licenses, & highest degree achieved. Do not include
punctuation within credentials. Do not include SRNA or RNAS. Review the credentialing guidelines here. If a

party is not an AANA member, please indicate 000 in the AANA ID number field. 

https://www.aana.com/docs/default-source/foundation-aana-com-web-documents-(all)/annual-congress-poster-abstract-template.pdf?sfvrsn=7cab2942_2
https://www.aana.com/docs/default-source/foundation-aana-com-web-documents-(all)/annual-congress-poster-submission-guidelines-details-final.pdf?sfvrsn=515d7940_4
https://www.aana.com/docs/default-source/foundation-aana-com-web-documents-(all)/credentialing-order_military-service-and-titles.pdf?sfvrsn=b6cc43b1_4


Affiliation

City

State

* 3. Affiliation (Only one primary affiliation will be allowed per abstract.) 

* 4. Is the Principal Presenter a student nurse anesthetist? 

Yes

No

2022 Annual Congress Poster Application

Student Nurse Anesthetists
You must select "Save/Next" on the bottom of each page in order for your progress to be saved.  Use
the same browser and device, and do not clear your cache until after submission.

Date

Date

MM/DD/YYYY  

* 5. I will graduate on: 

First Name

Last Name

AANA #

Phone

Email

* 6. Program Administrator (If a party is not an AANA member, please indicate 000 in the ID number field.)  

2022 Annual Congress Poster Application

You must select "Save/Next" on the bottom of each page in order for your progress to be saved.  Use
the same browser and device, and do not clear your cache until after submission.



* 7. Author(s)/Credentials, including all authors & principal presenter. Name(s) must appear with first name,
last name, along with complete credentials. (Tip: include only military rank, licenses & highest degree
achieved (i.e., do not include SRNA, RNAS, etc.). Include commas between name, credentials, & insert
semicolons between author names. Do not include punctuation within credentials.) If there is more than one
author, names must be listed in the order desired by the applicant(s). Order will not be changed after abstract

is submitted. Students, you must include your advisors in this list. 

* 8. Author Names and ID numbers:  Provide the First Name, Last Name, and AANA Member ID for each
author on the application. If an author does not have an AANA Member ID, indicate "N/A". Do not include
credentials in this field. 

First Name

Last Name

AANA #

Phone

Email

* 9. Payer Information ($25 application fee) 

* 10. Title of Abstract [Clear, concise, direct] (Use upper and lower case letters) (Do not use quotes around the

title): 

* 11. Impact Statement (200 characters max): (Describe how the study/abstract will impact or potentially

impact the care that CRNAs deliver.) 

* 12. Please select only one of the following areas that best describes your abstract:  

Education

Leadership

Practice

Healthcare Policy

Science of Anesthesia

Other

* 13. Please select only one of the following subcategories:  



* 14. Please select only one category: 

Qualitative Research

Quantitative Research

Evidence Based Practice

Case Report

Product Invention

Quality Improvement

2022 Annual Congress Poster Application

Qualitative Research
You must keep a copy of your submitted abstract. If you are pasting text from a word processing
program such as Microsoft Word, please first paste the text into a plain text editor such as Microsoft
Notepad or TextEdit to strip out unnecessary formatting. Please include the information indicated
below and note the maximum characters (not words) allowed for each text box. The character
maximums include spaces. When using an acronym for the first time, it must be spelled out. Do not
use bullets or lists; you must use complete sentences. 

NOTE: Qualitative research involves the conduct of original research that typically uses non-
numerical data in an effort to understand phenomena, concepts, thoughts, or experiences.  In-depth
insights are gained through a variety of methods, including interviews, focus groups, and participant
observations.  Qualitative research is exploratory and seeks to explain ‘how’ and ‘why’ a particular
phenomenon, or behavior, operates as it does in a particular context.

* 15. Qualitative Research Introduction

875 characters (including spaces) or less
Problem, literature review, significance, purpose, research question(s)
Theoretical framework

* 16. Qualitative Research Methods

1050 characters (including spaces) or less
Approach (phenomenology, ethnography, grounded theory, narrative analysis, inductive thematic
analysis, etc.), data collection (observation, interview, focus group, survey, etc.), setting, sample
selection



* 17. Qualitative Research Results

1050 characters (including spaces) or less
present findings
discuss rigor, trustworthiness of analysis

* 18. Qualitative Research Discussion

1400 characters (including spaces) or less
Synthesis/conclusions, relevance, impact, limitations, recommendations

19. Qualitative Research Funding Sources <character limit: 200> (Leave blank if none.) 

   No file chosen

* 20. Uploaded abstract: Applicants must provide a blinded abstract in a Word document using a different
format than what's required in the fields above. (Refer to the abstract template.) References and conflict of
interest must be included in the attachment only.  Name your file in the following format:
“LastName_FirstName_Abstract." (Use the principal presenter’s name only.) Do NOT include any other
identifying information within this uploaded attachment (i.e., names, affiliation, etc.) as it will be sent for blind

review. 

Choose File Choose File

2022 Annual Congress Poster Application

Quantitative Research
You must keep a copy of your submitted abstract. If you are pasting text from a word processing
program such as Microsoft Word, please first paste the text into a plain text editor such as Microsoft
Notepad or TextEdit to strip out unnecessary formatting. Please include the information indicated
below and note the maximum characters (not words) allowed for each text box. The character
maximums include spaces. When using an acronym for the first time, it must be spelled out. Do not
use bullets or lists; you must use complete sentences. 

NOTE: Quantitative research involves the conduct of original research, with an emphasis on reporting
quantitative research method used, objective measurement of variables, statistical analysis of
collected data, and conclusions based upon results of statistical analyses. 



* 21. Quantitative Research Introduction 

875 characters (including spaces) or less
Problem, literature review, significance, purpose/aims, hypothesis, research question(s)

* 22. Quantitative Research Methods

1050 characters (including spaces) or less
Design, intervention, setting, sample, measures, statistical analysis techniques

* 23. Quantitative Research Results

1050 characters (including spaces) or less
Statistical analysis results

* 24. Quantitative Research Discussion/Conclusion

1400 characters (including spaces) or less
Synthesis/conclusions, relevance, limitations, recommendations for future research

25. Quantitative Research Funding Sources <character limit: 200> (Leave blank if none.) 

   No file chosen

* 26. Uploaded abstract: Applicants must provide a blinded abstract in a Word document using a different
format than what's required in the fields above. (Refer to the abstract template.) References and conflict of
interest must be included in the attachment only.  Name your file in the following format:
“LastName_FirstName_Abstract." (Use the principal presenter’s name only.) Do NOT include any other
identifying information within this uploaded attachment (i.e., names, affiliation, etc.) as it will be sent for blind

review. 

Choose File Choose File



2022 Annual Congress Poster Application

Evidence Based Practice
You must keep a copy of your submitted abstract. If you are pasting text from a word processing
program such as Microsoft Word, please first paste the text into a plain text editor such as Microsoft
Notepad or TextEdit to strip out unnecessary formatting. Please include the information indicated
below and note the maximum characters (not words) allowed for each text box. The character
maximums include spaces. When using an acronym for the first time, it must be spelled out. Do not
use bullets or lists; you must use complete sentences. 

NOTE: Evidence Base Practice is a problem-solving approach that integrates a systematic search for
and critical appraisal of the most relevant evidence (may or may not be research based) to answer a
specific clinical, education, or administrative question, and then translates/applies current best
available evidence to practice.

* 27. Evidence Based Practice Background/Purpose/Question

875 characters (including spaces) or less
Define the nature and significance of problem
Clearly stated purpose of your project
Clearly stated question that your project addresses

* 28. Evidence Based Practice Methods/Evidence Search 

1050 characters (including spaces) or less
Method clearly described and reproducible
Database search and keywords clearly described and reproducible
Outline statistical/analysis plan as appropriate

* 29. Evidence Based Practice Synthesis of Literature/Results/Discussion

1400 characters (including spaces) or less
Clearly presented and consistent with purpose and question
Point out relevance of findings to other published work
Highlight future directions of the research



* 30. Evidence Based Practice Conclusion/Recommendations for Practice 

1050 characters (including spaces) or less
Concise summary addressing relevance
Provide recommendations for future practice

31. Evidence Based Practice Funding Sources <character limit: 200> (Leave blank if none.) 

   No file chosen

* 32. Uploaded abstract: Applicants must provide a blinded abstract in a Word document using a different
format than what's required in the fields above. (Refer to the abstract template.) References and conflict of
interest must be included in the attachment only. Name your file in the following format:
“LastName_FirstName_Abstract." (Use the principal presenter’s name only.) Do NOT include any other
identifying information within this uploaded attachment (i.e., names, affiliation, etc.) as it will be sent for blind

review. 

Choose File Choose File

2022 Annual Congress Poster Application

Case Report
You must keep a copy of your submitted abstract. If you are pasting text from a word processing
program such as Microsoft Word, please first paste the text into a plain text editor such as Microsoft
Notepad or TextEdit to strip out unnecessary formatting. Please include the information indicated
below and note the maximum characters (not words) allowed for each text box. The character
maximums include spaces. When using an acronym for the first time, it must be spelled out. Do not
use bullets or lists; you must use complete sentences. 

Note: Case Report, a report which typically describes an unusual, complicated, or novel case, of the
symptoms, signs, diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up of an individual patient with a review of the
relevant literature on the topic.

* 33. Case Report Introduction

1050 characters (including spaces) or less
introduce focus of the report
relevant etiology, epidemiology



* 34. Case Report Presentation

1400 characters (including spaces) or less
Relevant patient history
Perioperative course

* 35. Case Report Discussion

1750 characters (including spaces) or less
Present current literature and how it relates to the reported case

36. Case Report Funding Sources <character limit: 200> (Leave blank if none.) 

   No file chosen

* 37. Uploaded abstract: Applicants must provide a blinded abstract in a Word document using a different
format than what's required in the fields above. (Refer to the abstract template.) References and conflict of
interest must be included in the attachment only. Name your file in the following format:
“LastName_FirstName_Abstract." (Use the principal presenter’s name only.) Do NOT include any other
identifying information within this uploaded attachment (i.e., names, affiliation, etc.) as it will be sent for blind

review. 

Choose File Choose File

2022 Annual Congress Poster Application

Quality Improvement
You must keep a copy of your submitted abstract. If you are pasting text from a word processing
program such as Microsoft Word, please first paste the text into a plain text editor such as Microsoft
Notepad or TextEdit to strip out unnecessary formatting. Please include the information indicated
below and note the maximum characters (not words) allowed for each text box. The character
maximums include spaces. When using an acronym for the first time, it must be spelled out. Do not
use bullets or lists; you must use complete sentences. 

Note: Quality Improvement Project: A data-driven, systematic approach to improve specific internal
systems, processes, costs, productivity, and quality outcomes within an organization by incorporating
existing knowledge into process improvement activities.



* 38. Quality Improvement Background

1050 characters (including spaces) or less
Define the nature and significance of problem
Clearly stated purpose of your project

* 39. Quality Improvement Method

1050 characters (including spaces) or less
Intervention description, method for assessing impact of intervention, analysis methods used to draw
inference from the data

* 40. Quality Improvement Results

1050 characters (including spaces) or less
Observed associations between outcomes, interventions, and relevant contextual elements

* 41. Quality Improvement Discussion

1400 characters (including spaces) or less
Summary of key findings
Interpretation of results- comparison of results with findings from other publications
Limitations
Conclusion – implications for practice and for further study in the field

42. Quality Improvement Funding Sources <character limit: 200> (Leave blank if none.) 



   No file chosen

* 43. Uploaded abstract: Applicants must provide a blinded abstract in a Word document using a different
format than what's required in the fields above. (Refer to the abstract template.) References and conflict of
interest must be included in the attachment only. Name your file in the following format:
“LastName_FirstName_Abstract." (Use the principal presenter’s name only.) Do NOT include any other
identifying information within this uploaded attachment (i.e., names, affiliation, etc.) as it will be sent for blind

review. 

Choose File Choose File

2022 Annual Congress Poster Application

Product Invention
You must keep a copy of your submitted abstract. If you are pasting text from a word processing
program such as Microsoft Word, please first paste the text into a plain text editor such as Microsoft
Notepad or TextEdit to strip out unnecessary formatting.  Please include the information indicated
below and note the maximum characters (not words) allowed for each text box. The character
maximums include spaces. When using an acronym for the first time, it must be spelled out. Do not
use bullets or lists; you must use complete sentences. 

Note:  Product Invention - A report on a new invention of a product that demonstrates adherence to
scholarly standards and practices, with proof of concept backed by evidence and results (may include
pilot study results).  Report structure may vary, but can generally be developed using the format
below.

* 44. "Abstracts, posters, and presentations are not to request funding, or be a means of advertisement to sell
a product. Acceptance for presentation at the "State of the Science" Poster Session does not indicate
endorsement or funding of the product invention by the AANA Foundation." 

I affirm I agree to this statement. 

Yes

* 45. Product Invention Introduction

1050 characters (including spaces) or less
Introduce idea, relevant history/background
Describe the problem, and objective/aim of the invention



* 46. Product Invention Development/Design

1050 characters (including spaces) or less
Literature review
Description of the invention

* 47. Product Invention Proof of Concept/Results

1050 characters (including spaces) or less
Data analysis, results

* 48. Product Invention Discussions and Conclusions

1400 characters (including spaces) or less
Relevance to/impact on current practice, limitations, recommendations

49. Product Invention Funding Sources <character limit: 200> (Leave blank if none) 

   No file chosen

* 50. Uploaded abstract: Applicants must provide a blinded abstract in a Word document using a different
format than what's required in the fields above. (Refer to the abstract template.) References and conflict of
interest must be included in the attachment only. Name your file in the following format:
“LastName_FirstName_Abstract." (Use the principal presenter’s name only.) Do NOT include any other
identifying information within this uploaded attachment (i.e., names, affiliation, etc.) as it will be sent for blind

review. 

Choose File Choose File

2022 Annual Congress Poster Application

Final Agreement Form
I am submitting my application for the 2022 Annual Congress. Only my abstract is required upon
submission. All categories qualify for oral poster presentation. It is unknown if Annual Congress will
be conducted in person, virtually or as a hybrid. When poster award announcements are made, more



meeting details will be provided.

* 51. Poster Session
Please select one. (Upon acceptance, oral poster awardees will be required to provide a PowerPoint slide

deck of their full oral presentation at a later date (approximately 15 minutes).*  (Prezi will not be accepted.) 

Both Oral Poster Presentation and General Poster Presentation*

Oral Poster Presentation*

General Poster Presentation

* 52. Poster Tour
Based on your poster abstract and poster scores during the selection process, the AANA Foundation may
invite you to participate in the Poster Tour, a live 15-minute presentation at your poster during the meeting time
(time TBD). All categories are eligible to participate. You will be notified before the meeting whether or not you
are selected as a Poster Tour presenter. All are welcome to apply for the Poster Tour during the General
Poster Session. However, if you are selected as an Oral Poster presenter, you will become ineligible for the
Poster Tour. NOTE: The Foundation no longer hosts a Poster Competition. 

Please select one: 
I would like my poster to be considered for the Poster Tour. I understand I will be notified of my time slot at a

later date if my poster has been selected. 

Yes

No

* 53. Please choose one of the following: 

I am a CRNA

I am a nurse anesthesia student.

I am not a CRNA or a nurse anesthesia student. My primary job role is:



I attest that I agree to the following:

A.  I authorize the AANA Foundation to publicize my abstract on the AANA Foundation website.

B.  I authorize the AANA Foundation to publish my abstract on the AANA Foundation website. I understand
that submitting my abstract does not guarantee publication in AANA Foundation or AANA publications. 

C.  Poster presenters are responsible for all expenses to attend the meeting including registration to the
meeting. I understand I will not be able to attend the poster session or display my poster unless I am
registered for the meeting.  

D.  I understand that the above abstract has been submitted for the 2022 Annual Congress. Any additional
details regarding research may be obtained directly from the author during “State of the Science” Poster
Session exhibit hours. The AANA and AANA Foundation are not responsible for the integrity of the research
findings.

E. I understand the decision of the AANA Foundation Board of Trustees will be final. 

* 54. I have satisfied the requirements for my institution (or the institution where the research was conducted)

regarding the use of human/animal subjects in research. My research subjects are: 

Human

Animal

Human and Animal

Evidence-based (Does not apply)

* 55. I attest to the following (please check only one):  

The information for my poster presentation received IRB/IACUC approval.

The information for my poster presentation was deemed exempt from IRB/IACUC approval.

IRB/IACUC approval is not applicable to this project.

* 56. Signature of Principal Presenter: Type your name below to affirm the previous
statements and agree to abide by the guidelines in the linked document. 



Date

Date

MM/DD/YYYY  

* 57. Date of application 

2022 Annual Congress Poster Application

Submission of Application
Once you submit your poster application, it cannot be changed. You must be certain that the
application is correct before submitting it. After submission, you will be directed to a payment page to
pay the $25 application fee. You will not receive an emailed confirmation as proof of submission.
Please keep a copy of your abstract contents for your records. If you are ready to submit and pay for
your completed application, click the Submit/Pay button.
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	Question Title
	*  33. Case Report Introduction 1050 characters (including spaces) or less introduce focus of the report relevant etiology, epidemiology

	Question Title
	*  34. Case Report Presentation 1400 characters (including spaces) or less Relevant patient history Perioperative course

	Question Title
	*  35. Case Report Discussion 1750 characters (including spaces) or less Present current literature and how it relates to the reported case

	Question Title
	36. Case Report Funding Sources <character limit: 200> (Leave blank if none.)

	Question Title
	*  37. Uploaded abstract: Applicants must provide a blinded abstract in a Word document using a different format than what's required in the fields above. (Refer to the abstract template.) References and conflict of interest must be included in the attachment only. Name your file in the following format: “LastName_FirstName_Abstract." (Use the principal presenter’s name only.) Do NOT include any other identifying information within this uploaded attachment (i.e., names, affiliation, etc.) as it will be sent for blind review.
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	*  38. Quality Improvement Background 1050 characters (including spaces) or less Define the nature and significance of problem Clearly stated purpose of your project
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	*  39. Quality Improvement Method 1050 characters (including spaces) or less Intervention description, method for assessing impact of intervention, analysis methods used to draw inference from the data

	Question Title
	*  40. Quality Improvement Results 1050 characters (including spaces) or less Observed associations between outcomes, interventions, and relevant contextual elements
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	*  41. Quality Improvement Discussion 1400 characters (including spaces) or less Summary of key findings Interpretation of results- comparison of results with findings from other publications Limitations Conclusion – implications for practice and for further study in the field
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	42. Quality Improvement Funding Sources <character limit: 200> (Leave blank if none.)
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	Question Title
	*  46. Product Invention Development/Design 1050 characters (including spaces) or less Literature review Description of the invention

	Question Title
	*  47. Product Invention Proof of Concept/Results 1050 characters (including spaces) or less Data analysis, results

	Question Title
	*  48. Product Invention Discussions and Conclusions 1400 characters (including spaces) or less Relevance to/impact on current practice, limitations, recommendations

	Question Title
	49. Product Invention Funding Sources <character limit: 200> (Leave blank if none)

	Question Title
	*  50. Uploaded abstract: Applicants must provide a blinded abstract in a Word document using a different format than what's required in the fields above. (Refer to the abstract template.) References and conflict of interest must be included in the attachment only. Name your file in the following format: “LastName_FirstName_Abstract." (Use the principal presenter’s name only.) Do NOT include any other identifying information within this uploaded attachment (i.e., names, affiliation, etc.) as it will be sent for blind review.
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	*  51. Poster Session Please select one. (Upon acceptance, oral poster awardees will be required to provide a PowerPoint slide deck of their full oral presentation at a later date (approximately 15 minutes).*  (Prezi will not be accepted.)

	Question Title
	*  52. Poster Tour Based on your poster abstract and poster scores during the selection process, the AANA Foundation may invite you to participate in the Poster Tour, a live 15-minute presentation at your poster during the meeting time (time TBD). All categories are eligible to participate. You will be notified before the meeting whether or not you are selected as a Poster Tour presenter. All are welcome to apply for the Poster Tour during the General Poster Session. However, if you are selected as an Oral Poster presenter, you will become ineligible for the Poster Tour. NOTE: The Foundation no longer hosts a Poster Competition.   Please select one:  I would like my poster to be considered for the Poster Tour. I understand I will be notified of my time slot at a later date if my poster has been selected.
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